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● Ectothermic
● Long-lived 
● Many less than 
historic populations
Portland Metro Area Turtle Surveys
Portland Metro Area Turtle Surveys
● 105 sites surveyed 
over 5 years









4. 40m Buffer or Equivalent
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● 106 Test Digs
● 262 Depredated Nests
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● 18 Intact Nests (17 caged)
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Management Keys for Long-term Turtle Persistence
1. Buffer Distance at least 40 meters from basking 
areas to regular human (boat and foot) traffic.
2. Sunny Nesting Area with minimal human 
disturbance (seasonal trail closures, nesting )
3. Juvenile Habitat: 
4. Create off-channel habitat
● >60% Aquatic Vegetation
● Small Woody Debris
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Gibbons and Nelson 1977. Delayed emergence dominant in 
many species. Aiken, SC
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Nesting 

Undiscovered nest 
emerged 5/14/2020
Rumsfeldian 
Unknown 
Unknowns!
20 undeveloped eggs
